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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This invention relates to a network of devices
which communicate with each other via radio frequency.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] A network of devices can be created by arrang-
ing a group of devices which can communicate with each
other via radio frequency (RF) means to transmit data
between the devices. Provided that each of the devices
is within the range of the maximum communications
range of each device, each device can effectively com-
municate with each other device in the network.
[0003] In many such networks, the devices may all be
transceivers, ie are each capable of both transmitting and
receiving. For the purpose of transferring an item of data,
one device acts predominantly as a transmitter while oth-
er devices act predominantly as receivers.
[0004] The present invention is to be used in a "point
to multipoint" system as opposed to a "point to point"
system in which communications occur between only two
devices at a time. In a point to multipoint communication
system, communications occur between one device and
two or more of the other devices in the network simulta-
neously.
[0005] A reliable "point to multipoint" communication
system allows the creation of a shared network variable.
This is a variable which is known to all of the devices in
the network. For example, if one device wants to change
the value of the shared network variable, it must transmit
a request and be guaranteed that all devices receive and
process the updated variable simultaneously. If the up-
date cannot be  made simultaneously, or not all other
devices in the network receive the update, then the net-
work does not have a shared network variable.
[0006] Shared network variables allow the creation of
a network which has no central controller. All of the es-
sential data about the operation and control of the net-
work is known by each device in the network simultane-
ously. The data can be updated by any device in the
network at any time and all other devices are guaranteed
to update their data accordingly. This allows the control
of devices within the network to be simplified, more flex-
ible, and less costly when compared with networks hav-
ing a central controller.
[0007] A single communication action between each
of the devices is herein referred to as a Transaction. A
Transaction occurs between a device (transceiver/trans-
mitter) which transmits data to one or more transceiver/
receivers of the data. The Transaction also includes data
sent from the transceiver/receivers to the transceiver/
transmitter as well as to each other of the transceiver/
receiver devices in the network. In this context, a device
which for a given Transaction, transmits the data to be
shared throughout the network is referred to as a "trans-

ceiver/transmitter" while a device which receives that da-
ta within the Transaction, is returned to as a transceiver/
receiver. It will be understood that within the same Trans-
action, a given transceiver/receiver may also transmit an
acknowledge signal. In the next Transaction, the trans-
ceiver/receiver may become the transceiver/transmitter.
When transmitting to more than one transceiver/receiver
simultaneously (also known as a broadcast or multicast),
it is important to know that all transceiver/receivers have
successfully received the data. If even one transceiver/
receiver has not successfully received the data (for ex-
ample because of a bit error causing data corruption in
one transceiver/receiver), then all other transceiver/re-
ceivers must be informed that not all of the other trans-
ceiver/receivers have successfully received the data.
[0008] Such networks can also optionally use a trans-
mission system with dominant and inferior bits. This
means that if there is a conflict, and two devices simul-
taneously transmit a dominant and inferior bit, then when
monitoring the communication medium, each device will
see the transmission of the dominant bit. The device
transmitting the inferior bit knows that there has been a
conflict and can take whatever action is appropriate. For
example, this may mean the cessation of all further trans-
missions.
[0009] In conventional point to point communication
protocols, a general procedure is to have each device
transmit an acknowledge statement some time after re-
ceipt of the data. This has the drawback that the trans-
mitting device must know exactly the number of receiving
devices within the network, and how to contact each of
them. The reliable transfer of the same piece of data to
multiple receiving devices requires many transmissions
of the same data, and a corresponding wait for each
transmission to be acknowledged. The repetitive trans-
mission of the same data to many recipients wastes the
available bandwidth of the communication medium. This
approach also requires the transmitter to obtain and store
data about exactly which receiving devices are to accept
a given transmission. This approach allows the creation
of a shared network variable, at the expense of unnec-
essary complexity and poor use of the available band-
width of the communication medium.
[0010] Alternatively a point to multipoint transmission
can be used to transfer data to many recipients simulta-
neously, without any acknowledgment being returned.
This renders the data transfer unreliable, and the trans-
mitter will not be able to determine whether all of the
receiving devices have successfully received the data.
Unreliable transfer of data means that a shared network
variable cannot be created.
[0011] In such systems it is also necessary to be able
to accurately determine a time or point in a data trans-
mission where the type of data changes (for example a
change from a control data transmission timeslot to an
acknowledge timeslot).
[0012] Many well-known communication protocols are
asynchronous and character based. The best example
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is the widely used serial RS/EIA-232 port.
[0013] Such protocols can be used, with difficulty, to
transmit varying and fixed time portions. However, it is
important that the asynchronous interface component
(referred to as a Universal Asynchronous Receiver
Transmitter, or UART) have well characterised timing
and delay characteristics, and that those characteristics
remain invariant. For example, any variation (for what-
ever reason) to the inter-character gap time would be
catastrophic, because it would mean that different devic-
es would fix different times for the same critical point.
There would not be a common time reference for the start
of the fixed time slots.
[0014] Character based protocols should be able to
carry any information item that fits into the designated
character size. This conflicts with the need to have some
means of signalling important points in the transmission,
especially the end of the variable portion. This conflict
arises because in the character based protocol, some of
the characters need to take on a special meaning in order
to signal the important point. This means that the special
character cannot be used for data. The combined disad-
vantages of the asynchronous character-based protocol
make it very difficult to use when a fixed time relationship
is to be maintained between a variable and fixed time
portion.
[0015] An alternative is to consider the protocol as a
stream of bits, organised into characters by grouping (in
other words, overlaying the character structure back over
the bit stream). Each character can be inspected to see
if it is significant or not. When a data item is to be trans-
mitted which looks the same as a significant character,
extra bits can be inserted to change it. The receiving de-
vice recognises the patterns of extra bits, and removes
them, restoring the original character. By performing the
recognition of the special characters at the correct point
in the decoding path, both data and special characters
can be separated. This is known as a bit-stuffing, and is
widely used in protocols like HDLC. Bit-stuffing however,
can be complicated and processing intensive.
[0016] WO 01/78426 (Proxim Inc) is directed at im-
proved asymmetric data traffic throughput in CSMA/CA
networks. It is directed to increasing throughput in wire-
less LANs where the interaction between the lower layer
Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol and the upper
layer (TCP) protocol has a serious impact on the data
rate especially in the peak scenario". In such a system
a first device sends a TCP packet to a second device
that then sends back an acknowledgement (ACK) to the
first device. However whilst the TCP ACK message is
small, the overhead associated with contending for the
medium and then wrapping the TCP ACK message
through the MAC layer is large. The proposed solution
is to append the TCP ACK to the lower level MAC ac-
knowledgement message, so that the second device
sends a MAC ACK and a TCP ACK to the first device in
the same transmission. Use of this system can substan-
tially increase throughput, since messages can be more

rapidly acknowledged, and TCP ACK messages are re-
moved from the contention process enabling the use of
smaller contention windows. However Proxim Inc direct-
ed solely to positively acknowledging communication be-
tween two devices (and more specifically to increasing
the time taken for this process); and does not generalise
to point to multipoint systems nor does it consider the
problem of keeping all devices in the network informed
of the state of the network.
[0017] US 5050175 (Tuch et al) is directed to a wireless
information transmission system in which a plurality of
stations transmit and receive message packets via a dis-
tribution system which is used to retransmit messages
send by a single station to all other stations in the network.
Tuch is directed at the problem message capture in such
a system which may occur if two stations transmit at the
same time. In such a case the weaker signal is masked,
or captured by the stronger signal and so is not received
by the distribution system. To address this Tuch teaches
the use of a system in which  frames have three fixed
time slots. The first time slot is for use solely by the dis-
tribution system for either transmitting synchronisation
packets (heartbeat packets), retransmitting a packet sent
by a station in the previous frame to all stations in the
network, or a collision acknowledge packet (CAKT) in
the case that a collision was detected by a station. The
second time slot is for use by stations in the network for
transmitting data. The third time slot is for use by stations
in the network for transmitting a collision reporting code
(CDT) if the station detected a collision by comparing the
transmission made in the second time slot of the previous
frame, with the retransmitted packeted in the first time
slot of the current frame. Upon the distribution system
receiving a CDT the distribution system transmits a col-
lision acknowledge in the first time slot of the next frame
(ie in the second frame after the frame in which the col-
lision occurred). There is thus a considerable lag be-
tween a collision occurring, and all stations being notified
of a collision occurring. Further this system relies on the
distribution system always transmitting a message
(heartbeat, data, or CAKT) in the first time slot of the each
frame.
[0018] It is an object of the present invention to provide
a system and protocol for improving the communications
between devices in an RF point to multipoint communi-
cations system.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0019] According to a first aspect of the present inven-
tion, there is provided a method for use in a wireless
network of transceiver devices, the method including:

transmitting, from a first transmitting transceiver de-
vice, data in a first time slot to each of two or more
receiving transceiver devices in the wireless net-
work;
each of the two or more receiving transceiver devices
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receiving the transmitted data in the first time slot
and characterised in that each receiving transceiver
device either:

transmitting a first acknowledgement state in a
second time slot after the first time slot; or
transmitting a second acknowledgement state
in a third time slot, after the second time slot,
wherein the first and second acknowledgment
states are either a positive acknowledge and a
negative acknowledge respectively, or a nega-
tive acknowledge and a positive acknowledge
respectively,
wherein the transceiver devices monitor the time
slots during which they are not transmitting so
that by the end of the third timeslot each trans-
ceiver device has detected either positive ac-
knowledges, negative acknowledges or both
and can therefore determine the overall ac-
knowledge state of the network.

[0020] Preferably, the first acknowledgment state is a
positive acknowledge, and the second acknowledgment
state is a negative acknowledge.
[0021] Preferably, the first time slot is variable in length
and the second and third time slots are fixed in length.
Preferably, the positive acknowledge includes the trans-
mission of a specific coded value containing sufficient
redundancy to allow it to be recovered in the presence
of received errors. Similarly the negative acknowledge
includes the transmission of a specific coded value con-
taining sufficient redundancy to allow it to be recovered
in the presence of received errors.
[0022] According to a further aspect, the method of the
first aspect may further include

retransmitting the data from the first transmitting
transceiver device if a negative acknowledge was
sent by at least one of the at least two receiving trans-
ceiver devices in either the second time slot if the
first acknowledgement state is a negative acknowl-
edge or in the third time slot if the second acknowl-
edgement state is a negative acknowledge; and
replacing the data received by the at least two re-
ceiving transceiver devices with the retransmitted
data.

[0023] According to a second aspect of the present
invention, there is provided a radio communications sys-
tem including a transmitting transceiver device and at
least two  receiving transceiver devices wherein the
transmitting transceiver device transmits data in a first
time slot to the receiving transceiver devices, and char-
acterised in that upon receipt of data, each of receiving
transceiver devices returns either a first acknowledge-
ment state in a second time slot, after the first time slot,
or a second acknowledgement state in a third time slot
after the second time slot wherein the first and second

acknowledgment states are either a positive acknowl-
edge and a negative acknowledge respectively, or a neg-
ative acknowledge and a positive acknowledge respec-
tively, wherein the transmitting transceiver device and
the at least two receiving transceiver devices monitor the
time slots during which they are not transmitting so that
by the end of the third timeslot each transceiver device
has detected either positive acknowledges, negative ac-
knowledges or both and can therefore determine the
overall acknowledge state of the network.
[0024] Preferably, the first acknowledgment state is a
positive acknowledge, and the second acknowledgment
state is a negative acknowledge.
[0025] Preferably, the first time slot is variable in length
and the second and third time slots are fixed in length.
[0026] Preferably, upon each receiving transceiver de-
vice detecting a correctly coded transmission in the neg-
ative acknowledge time slot, each receiving transceiver
device discards the data previously received in the first
time slot, and the transmitting transceiver device retrans-
mits the data to each of the receiving transceiver devices.
[0027] According to a third aspect of the present inven-
tion, there is provided a transceiver device for use in a
radio communications system, wherein the transceiver
device is configured to implement the method of the first
aspect.
[0028] The system and method (protocol) of the
present invention has many uses including applications
in controlling domestic, industrial and office appliances.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0029]

Figure 1 shows one network architecture according
to a preferred embodiment of the present invention;
Figure 2 shows the network protocol model used in
the environment of the present invention;
Figure 3 shows a frame structure according to a pre-
ferred embodiment of the present invention;
Figure 4 shows a preferred structure of a transceiver
device used on the present invention; and
Figure 5 shows parts of the ISO 7 layer model in
which certain functions of the transceiver device of
Figure 4 are performed.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENT

[0030] An exemplary architecture of a network is
shown in Figure 1, in which the network 10 is made up
of nodes 1, 2 and 3. Nodes 1, 2 and 3 are transceiving
devices and may act as transmitters and/or receivers in
a given communication Transaction. The network 10 may
communicate with other networks 20, via gateway 11.
[0031] The protocol design of the present invention is
based on the ISO seven layer model and some terminol-
ogy is common with that used by ISO. The protocol used
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in the present invention is connectionless, meaning that
once a single data transfer has  taken place, there is no
expectation of additional related data transfers either be-
fore or after.
[0032] The protocol model of the preferred embodi-
ment is based on the ISO seven layer model and is shown
in Figure 2. For applications distributed over two nodes,
each protocol layer has a virtual connection to the equiv-
alent layer in the other node. As can be seen, each layer
takes data provided by the layer above, treats it as a data
unit and adds its own protocol control information (PCI)
field. At each layer, the protocol data unit (PDU) is either
the data, or a package provided by the next higher layer.
The name of the PDU is prefixed by the layer to which it
applies (For example, SPDU is a session PDU).
[0033] The physical layer relates to the mechanical and
electrical network interface in the ISO system. In the sys-
tem of the present invention, the physical layer refers to
the hardware and firmware elements used to transmit
and receive bits over the communication medium.
[0034] In the ISO system, the link layer is used for data
link control (for example, framing, data transparency, er-
ror control). In the present invention, the link layer is used
to break bytes up into bits, bit stuffing (if required), fram-
ing, collision detection, prioritisation, error detection, pos-
itive/negative acknowledge generation, checking and re-
transmission.
[0035] The network layer in the ISO system is used for
networking routing, addressing, call set-up and clearing
while in the present invention, the network layer is used
for network routing, addressing, Transaction set-up and
clear.
[0036] In the ISO system, the transport layer is used
for end to end message transfer, connection manage-
ment, error control, fragmentation and flow control. The
transport layer is not used in the environment of the
present invention.
[0037] The session layer in the ISO system is used for
dialogue and synchronisation control for application en-
tities but is not used in the environment of the present
invention.
[0038] The presentation layer is used for transfer syn-
tax negotiation, and data representation transformations
in the ISO system while in the environment of the present
invention, the presentation layer is used for optional en-
cryption of application data.
[0039] The application layer in the ISO system is used
for file transfer, access management, document and
message interchange, job transfer and manipulation
while in the environment of the present invention, the
application layer supports sending and receiving appli-
cation data.
[0040] Finally, the user application layer is used both
in the ISO and the environment of the present invention
for whatever is needed to achieve a specified function or
behaviour.
[0041] It is predominantly in the link layer that the fea-
tures of the present invention reside.

[0042] In the protocol of the present invention, use can
optionally be made of a dominant bit, and an inferior bit.
If two devices simultaneously transmit a dominant and
an inferior bit, then receivers and transmitters (monitoring
their own transmissions)will detect only the dominant bit.
[0043] Media access is obtained by a transmitter first
monitoring the media, and if no existing transmission is
detected, the transmitter will try to claim media access
by transmitting a preamble stream. This preamble starts
with at least one detectable bit. The claim for media ac-
cess defines the start of a Transaction. A Transaction
consists of all data transfer, acknowledgement and re-
peating of data. All nodes in a network  must monitor the
media continually and if they detect a Transaction occur-
ring they will defer any attempt to claim media access
until the completion of the current Transaction.
[0044] Transactions are asynchronous, that is, they
can occur at any time and the time difference from the
start of one Transaction to the next does not have to be
an integral number of bit periods.
[0045] In this application, a Transaction is specifically
defined as a continuous period of time broken up into
several sub-time slots containing different types of data.
A Transaction will begin with a preamble for a set period
of time, followed by the specific data which is to be trans-
mitted from a transceiver/transmitter (transmitting trans-
ceiver device) to two or more transceiver/receivers (re-
ceiving transceiver devices). The timeslot during which
the data is transmitted is variable in length, and includes
a portion used as a frame check sequence. Following
the data transmission is a repeat timeslot tag (details of
which will not be described as they are not relevant to
the present invention) followed by a timeslot during which
positive acknowledgement can be transmitted by the
transceiver/receivers, followed by a timeslot during which
negative acknowledgement is transmitted by the trans-
ceiver/receivers. The structure of this frame is shown in
Figure 3.
[0046] As described above, a Transaction is asynchro-
nous and can start at any time. However, once started,
the Transaction has a time-based structure. Special
markers in the Transaction are used to show the begin-
ning and end of the data portion. This will be discussed
in more detail later. The time slots during which positive
and negative acknowledgement are transmitted, are
fixed in time. By coding and redundancy of data encoded
into these timeslots, a positive acknowledgement by one
or more transceiver/receivers and a negative acknowl-
edgement by one or more transceiver/receivers can be
conveyed. All of the devices involved in the Transaction
see both of the acknowledgment timeslots.
[0047] Once data transmitted by the transceiver /trans-
mitter (for example node 1 in Figure 1) is received suc-
cessfully by the transceiver/receivers (nodes 2 and 3),
nodes 2 and 3 will acknowledge successful receipt.
[0048] If data from a Transaction is received with error
by a transceiver/receiver, then that transceiver/receiver
will transmit a negative acknowledge.
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[0049] Transceiver/receivers wishing to positively ac-
knowledge, will transmit a special code during the posi-
tive acknowledge timeslot and during the negative ac-
knowledge timeslot will either receive (if dominant bit
transmission is not used) or transmit inferior bits (if dom-
inant / inferior bits are used).
[0050] Similarly, transceiver/receivers wishing to neg-
atively acknowledge will either transmit inferior bits (if
dominant / inferior bits are used) or receive (if dominant
bit transmission is not used) during the positive acknowl-
edge timeslot and transmit a special code during the neg-
ative acknowledge timeslot.
[0051] The fact that the devices monitor the timeslots
during which they are not transmitting, ensures that by
the end of two timeslots each device has detected either
positive acknowledges, negative acknowledges or both
and can therefore determine the overall acknowledge
state of the network.
[0052] For example, the transceiver/receiver which
transmits a positive acknowledge will be able to detect
some other transceiver/receiver which transmits a neg-
ative acknowledge. For the case where dominant bits are
used, this is because the transceiver/receiver positive
acknowledging will attempt to transmit inferior bits during
the negative acknowledge timeslot but will detect domi-
nant bits due to the other transceiver/receiver which is
simultaneously transmitting an appropriate code during
the negative acknowledge timeslot. For the case where
dominant bits are not used, the transceiver/receiver pos-
itive acknowledging will receive during the  negative ac-
knowledge timeslot and detect any bits due to the other
transceiver /receiver which is transmitting an appropriate
code during the negative acknowledge timeslot. The re-
verse case applies for the transceiver/receiver transmit-
ting a negative acknowledge.
[0053] At the end of the Transaction, all devices do not
know how many positive or negative acknowledges there
were, all they have to know is that there were some pos-
itive and some negative.
[0054] If there were any negative acknowledges at all
during the Transaction, then all of the transceiver/receiv-
ers know this, and can discard the data received. Simi-
larly, the transceiver/transmitter knows this and can at-
tempt to re-run the Transaction.
[0055] The generation of a positive acknowledge will
be as follows. Upon receiving data, a node will generate
a positive acknowledge only when:

- the data timeslot has been checked against its em-
bedded frame check sequence and found to be valid;
and

- any addressing information present in the data
timeslot matches an addressing information used by
the device.

[0056] Each device transceiver generally contains at
least two different types of address, as follows:

- A Unit Address, allowing the device to be uniquely
addressed in isolation; and

- A Multicast address, allowing those devices in a net-
work to be addressed simultaneously for the purpose
of updating shared network variables.

[0057] In addition, devices can also optionally contain:

- A Network Address, allowing physical devices to be
grouped by the logical network to which they are al-
located.

[0058] Other variations are possible, but these three
address types are used as the basis for other more so-
phisticated addressing schemes.
[0059] Use of the positive acknowledge is useful as it
provides an additional certainty to the functioning of the
network. If for example, the transceiver/transmitter does
not receive a positive acknowledge, from any device, and
then does not receive a negative acknowledge from any
device, there is no certainty that any device received the
transmission.
[0060] It will be appreciated however, that the positive
acknowledge is not essential to the broadest aspect of
the present invention. Furthermore, the positive acknowl-
edge could appear after the negative acknowledge.
[0061] The processes involved in generation of a neg-
ative acknowledge are as follows. A receiving device
(transceiver/receiver) will generate a negative acknowl-
edge only if the data timeslot is determined to be corrupt-
ed, by checking the received data using the embedded
frame check sequence.
[0062] Where a device determines data timeslot cor-
ruption, there is no point further examining any fields in-
side the data timeslot.
[0063] Acceptance of the data transmitted by the trans-
ceiver/transmitter is only made by the transceiver/receiv-
ers if the condition for generation of a positive acknowl-
edge are met and if no other transceiver/receiver has
generated a negative acknowledge. This ensures that all
transceiver/receivers receive a given message only
once. For point-multipoint messages, this may mean that
a message is discarded by a transceiver/receiver, even
if it appears valid and was positively acknowledged.
[0064] In practice, it is beneficial to construct all devic-
es in the network in the same way. This means that each
device (generally referred to as a "transceiver"), whether
it acts  as a transceiver/transmitter or transceiver/receiv-
er, will be constructed in the same way and can be sep-
arately enabled to perform the desired function. This pro-
vides significant savings in the complexity and cost of
manufacture since only one type of device need be de-
signed and manufactured.
[0065] The preferred implementation of the transceiver
device 100 uses a radio receiver, a radio transmitter, and
a microprocessor. These first two items can optionally
be combined as a transmitter/receiver 120, as shown in
Figure 4, which shows device 100 including microproc-
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essor 110 and transmitter/receiver 120. Transmitter/re-
ceiver 120 transmits and receives data via antenna 130.
[0066] It will be appreciated that use of a microproces-
sor is not mandatory. For example the protocol could be
implemented in a dedicated integrated circuit, a program-
mable logic device or a programmable gate array. Using
a microprocessor is convenient because it allows a read-
ily modifiable software implementation, and reduces the
overall parts count. However the software implementa-
tion is only suitable for low to moderate data rates.
[0067] The function of the transmitter/receiver 120 is
to receive or transmit information.
The choice of transmitter /receiver will be determined by
a range of factors, including (but not limited to):

a. The regulatory environment of the market into
which the product will be sold.
Each country has regulations that determine factors
including allowable frequencies, transmit power lev-
els and bandwidth.
Transmitter/receivers suitable for use in some coun-
tries may be illegal in other countries.
For products with a broad sales appeal in a range of
countries, it is possible that several different trans-
mitter/receivers will need to be selected, appropriate
to each country.

b. Power consumption, in conjunction with any other
considerations that determine the amount of power
available.
For example, transmitter/receivers with a high power
consumption may be unsuitable for battery opera-
tion.

c. Time for the transmitter/receiver to switch between
receive and transmit modes.
In the communication protocol of the present inven-
tion, the time to switch between receive and transmit
is important, because the protocol includes a set of
fixed time slots. Depending on the overall transaction
being performed, a time slot may need to be received
or transmitted.
The time to switching between receive and transmit
constitutes an overhead (dead time). Large switch-
ing times have the effect of wasting bandwidth.

d. Interface type.
Many types of transmitter/receiver are available. A
type that provides digital data input and output gives
the simplest interface with the microprocessor.

e. Data rate.
The transmitter /receiver needs to support a data
rate appropriate to the overall product requirements.
This data rate could be anywhere between extremely
low or extremely high.

f. Physical size, and the amount of space available.

g. Cost.

h. Amount of design effort.

[0068] At the very least, the transmitter/receiver needs:

a. A Transmit data input, used by the microprocessor
to place a communication state onto the wireless me-
dium;

b. A Receive data output, used by the transmitter/
receiver to indicate to the microprocessor the state
of the wireless medium; and

c. A control input, used by the microprocessor to se-
lect a receive or transmit mode of operation of the
transmitter/receiver.

[0069] Control inputs can range between very simple,
and very complex. At the simplest extreme, it is used to
select between receive and transmit. Some transmitter/
receivers support a low power "sleep" mode. Others allow
complex setup and configuration to be made for trans-
mitter/receiver operating behaviour.
[0070] For the protocol described, the type of control
input is not critical.
[0071] Some suitable transmitter/receivers include
RFM ASH series TR1000 to TR3100, Chipcon CC1000
and Nordic NRF401, NRF403.
[0072] The microprocessor 110 is used to implement
the communication protocol, using the transmitter/receiv-
er as the means of placing communication states onto
the wireless medium, and receiving communication
states from the wireless medium.
[0073] The type and choice of microprocessor is not
very critical, provided that it can perform operations with
precise timing. The degree of precision only needs to be
enough to avoid creating bit errors in the communication
protocol.
[0074] The protocol is best implemented in a bit-orient-
ed manner, because this allows the point at which the
time slots begin to be easily recognised.
[0075] The microprocessor is responsible for imple-
menting at least some of the following functions:

a. A data encoding and decoding scheme used for
transmission and reception - for example, Manches-
ter coding;

b. Recovery in the receiver of the transmitted clock
- for example by synchronising onto a preamble;

c. Detection of collisions;

d. Creation of each time slot, and appropriate trans-
mission or reception during the time slot to exchange
the relevant acknowledge information;
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e. Implementation of an error detection scheme that
can be used by a receiving device to determine if a
transmission is received with or without error; and

f. Implementation of an error correction scheme that
can be used by a receiving device to correct for some
number of received errors during a transmission.

[0076] As previously described, a common method for
describing the functions used in communication proto-
cols is the ISO 7 layer model. Whilst a software structure
based on this model is not mandatory, its use simplifies
the overall design. Using this model, the functions per-
formed in the bottom few layers are shown in Figure 5.
[0077] The microprocessor hardware provides the
electrical interface (Physical layer).
[0078] The microprocessor software performs the
functions of all higher layers.
[0079] In particular, the software MAC-B portion of the
Link Layer is responsible for all time - critical functions
of data transmission and reception, including at least
some of the following:

a. Starting a new transmission (including generation
of any preamble);

b. Transmitting data bits;

c. Transmitting frame markers;

d. Starting reception;

e. Synchronisation onto the transmitted data stream
and clock recovery;

f. Reception and decoding of data bits;

g. Reception and decoding of frame markers;

h. Notification of a collision;

i. Starting each time slot; and

j. Transmission or reception of data bits inside a time
slot.

[0080] The software MAC-F portion of the Link Layer
is not so time critical. It is responsible for higher level
message-oriented processing, including at least some of:

a. Construction of a packet from received data bits;

b. Packet error checking;

c. Determination of when to acknowledge, and the
type of acknowledgement to be generated (using the
time slot services of MAC-B);

d. Based on packet structure, scheduling and oper-
ation of a repeated transmission;

e. Starting the transmission of a new packet;

f. Generation of packet error-check sequences;

g. Transmission of a packet, bit at a time;

h. Examination of acknowledgements, and colli-
sions, and determination of whether a packet should
be re-transmitted and when that retransmission
should occur.

[0081] Many different microprocessors are available.
Some have special hardware functions available which
remove some of the processor load for time critical func-
tions, such as generation of time intervals, generation of
pulses, and so on. Whilst these hardware functions are
not mandatory, their use greatly simplifies the software
design and coding. Some microprocessors that are suit-
able for use in this invention include the Texas Instru-
ments MSP430 family, Atmel Atmega family and the Hi-
tachi H8/3644 family.
[0082] According to an example, special markers are
used in the Transaction to show the beginning and end
of the variable-length data portion in the Transaction
frame.
[0083] In the described protocol, it is important to fix in
time the end of the variable portion, because this forms
a reference point that defines when the fixed time slots
can begin (for acknowledge transmissions). According
to this aspect of the invention, use is made of the concept
of encoding data to provide "states".
[0084] It is desirable for communication media to re-
quire some form of balanced transmission to avoid ac-
cumulation of a dc offset. This balance requires that the
number of ON and OFF states on the medium be equal,
when considered over a moderate to long time period.
[0085] There are a number of encoding schemes that
can be used to translate the data bits into states on the
medium. These vary in terms of the bandwidth they con-
sume on the medium, and the ease of recovery of the
transmitted data in a receiver.
[0086] One of the most common is Manchester coding.
This coding uses two states on the medium for each data
bit, and has a simple process for data recovery in the
receiver. This codes a 1 bit as the state pair (OFF, ON),
and a 0 bit as the state pair (ON, OFF).
[0087] The Manchester code always has a state tran-
sition (OFF to ON, or ON to OFF) in the middle of each
data bit which greatly simplifies the process in the receiv-
er of data recovery and synchronisation onto the trans-
mitter clock.
[0088] In the Manchester code, the state pairs (OFF,
OFF and ON, ON) are not permitted.
[0089] The Manchester code can be exploited, so that
the illegal state pairs are used to convey information
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about points of significance.
[0090] The exact choice of the illegal state sequence
is not very important, so long as it is used consistently.
Preferably, the dc balance of the Manchester coding
should be preserved.
[0091] A suitable coding to represent the end of the
variable portion of the transmission is to use a simple
illegal sequence: (ON, ON, OFF, OFF). This preserves
the dc balance, and can be easily recognised by the Man-
chester decoder.
[0092] If additional information needs to be conveyed,
this sequence can be used as a "lead-in". So, for exam-
ple, other possible sequences might be:

(ON, ON, OFF, OFF, ON, OFF) = first point of sig-
nificance
(ON, ON, OFF, OFF, OFF, ON) = second point of
significance

[0093] When the methods and advantages are consid-
ered together, the preferred protocol implementation is
bit-oriented, synchronous, and exploits illegal coding to
denote points of significance in the variable part.
[0094] This has the advantage of providing a high level
of time-based precision in finding the end of the variable
portion, is relatively easy to implement, removes any re-
liance on characterisation of UARTS, and does not need
escape sequences or bit-stuffing.
[0095] Furthermore, the high time-based precision in
finding the end of the variable portion also creates a high
level of precision in determining the start of the fixed time
slots that follow. An example of the use of a start marker
(12) and an End Marker (13) is shown in Figure 3
[0096] The fixed time slots are easily transmitted, sim-
ply by counting the transmitted states or bits. The re-
ceived time slots require a Manchester decoder (without
the need to support the illegal states), and a timer in the
case where nothing is transmitted during the period of
the received time slot.
[0097] It will be understood that the above has been
described with reference to a preferred embodiment and
that many variations and modifications may be made
within the scope of the present invention.

Claims

1. A method for use in a wireless network (10) of trans-
ceiver devices (1, 2,3), the method including:

transmitting, from a first transmitting transceiver
device (1), data in a first time slot to each of two
or more receiving transceiver devices in the
wireless network;
each of the two or more receiving transceiver
devices (2,3) receiving the transmitted data in
the first time slot and characterised in that each
receiving transceiver device either:

transmitting a first acknowledgement state in a
second time slot after the first time slot; or
transmitting a second acknowledgement state
in a third time slot, after the second time slot,
wherein the first and second acknowledgment
states are either a positive acknowledge and a
negative acknowledge respectively, or a nega-
tive acknowledge and a positive acknowledge
respectively,
wherein the transceiver devices (1, 2, 3) monitor
the time slots during which they are not trans-
mitting so that by the end of the third timeslot
each transceiver device (1, 2, 3) has detected
either positive acknowledges, negative ac-
knowledges or both and can therefore deter-
mine the overall acknowledge state of the net-
work (10).

2. The method according to claim 1 wherein the first
time slot is variable in length and the second and
third time slots are fixed in length.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2 wherein the
positive acknowledge includes the transmission of a
specific coded value containing sufficient redundan-
cy to allow it to be recovered in the presence of re-
ceived errors and the negative acknowledge in-
cludes the transmission of a specific coded value
containing sufficient redundancy to allow it to be re-
covered in the presence of received errors.

4. The method as claimed in claim 1, the method further
including:

retransmitting the data from the first transmitting
transceiver device (1) if a negative acknowledge
was sent by at least one of the at least two re-
ceiving transceiver devices (2) in either the sec-
ond time slot if the first acknowledgement state
is a negative acknowledge or in the third time
slot if the second acknowledgement state is a
negative acknowledge; and
replacing the data received by the at least two
receiving transceiver devices (2, 3) with the re-
transmitted data.

5. The method according to claim 4 wherein the nega-
tive acknowledge data is also received by the other
receiving transceiver device (3) and upon receiving
the negative acknowledge, the other receiving trans-
ceiver devices (3) discard the data received from the
first transmitting transceiver device (1) before receiv-
ing the retransmitted data.

6. The method according to claim 4 or 5 wherein the
step of transmitting the negative acknowledge is
done in the second time slot, the step of transmitting
the positive acknowledge is done in the third slot,
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and the step of retransmitting is done in a fourth time
slot, after a third time slot for transmitting a positive
acknowledge by each of each of the at least two re-
ceiving transceiver devices (2, 3) that successfully
received the data transmitted in the first time slot.

7. A radio communication system (10) including a
transmitting transceiver device (1) and at least two
receiving transceiver devices (2, 3), wherein the
transmitting transceiver device (1) transmits data in
a first slot to the receiving transceiver devices (2,3)
and characterised in that upon receipt of the data,
each of the receiving transceiver devices (2,3) return
either a first acknowledgement state in a second time
slot, after the first time slot, or a second  acknowl-
edgement state in a third time slot after the second
time slot wherein the first and second acknowledg-
ment states are either a positive acknowledge and
a negative acknowledge respectively, or a negative
acknowledge and a positive acknowledge respec-
tively, wherein the transmitting transceiver device (1)
and the at least two receiving transceiver devices
(2,3) monitor the time slots during which they are not
transmitting so that by the end of the third timeslot
each transceiver device (1, 2, 3) has detected either
positive acknowledges, negative acknowledges or
both and can therefore determine the overall ac-
knowledge state of the network (10).

8. The radio communications system according to
claim 5 wherein the first time slot is variable in length
and the second and third time slots are fixed in
length.

9. The radio communication system according to claim
8 wherein each transceiver device (1,2,3) monitors
the transmission medium during any time slots dur-
ing which each respective transceiver is not trans-
mitting.

10. The radio communication system according to claim
9 wherein upon each receiving transceiver device
(2, 3) detecting a correctly coded transmission in the
negative acknowledge time slot, each receiving
transceiver device (2,3) discards the data previously
received in the first time slot.

11. The radio communication system according to claim
20 wherein upon detecting a correctly coded trans-
mission in the negative acknowledge time slot, the
transmitting transceiver device (1) retransmits the
data to each of the receiving transceiver devices
(2,3).

12. A transceiver device (100) for use in a radio commu-
nication system (10), wherein the transceiver device
(100) is configured to implement the method as
claimed in any one of claims 1 to 6.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur Verwendung in einem drahtlosen
Netzwerk (10) von Sendeempfängervorrichtungen
(1, 2, 3), wobei das Verfahren aufweist:

Übertragen von einer ersten übertragenden
Sendeempfängervorrichtung von Daten in ei-
nem ersten Zeitschlitz zu jeder von zwei oder
mehr empfangenden Sendeempfängervorrich-
tungen in dem drahtlosen Netzwerk;
wobei jede der zwei oder mehr empfangenden
Sendeempfängervorrichtungen (2, 3) die über-
tragenden Daten in dem ersten Zeitschlitz emp-
fängt und
dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass jede der empfangenden Sendeempfän-
gervorrichtungen entweder:

einen ersten Bestätigungszustand in einem
zweiten Zeitschlitz nach dem ersten Zeit-
schlitz überträgt; oder
einen zweiten Bestätigungszustand in ei-
nem dritten Zeitschlitz nach dem zweiten
Zeitschlitz überträgt, wobei die ersten und
die zweiten Bestätigungszustände entwe-
der eine positive Bestätigung und entspre-
chend eine negative Bestätigung sind oder
eine negative Bestätigung und entspre-
chend eine positive Bestätigung sind, wobei
die Sendeempfängervorrichtungen (1, 2, 3)
die Zeitschlitze, sofern sie nicht senden, be-
obachten, so dass am Ende des dritten Zeit-
schlitzes jede Sendeempfängervorrichtung
(1, 2, 3) entweder positive Bestätigungen,
negative Bestätigungen oder beide erfasst
hat und daher den Gesamtbestätigungszu-
stand des Netzwerks (10) ermitteln kann.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1,
wobei der erste Zeitschlitz in der Länge veränderbar
ist und der zweite und der dritte Zeitschlitz eine fest-
stehende Länge aufweisen.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2,
wobei die positive Bestätigung die Übertragung ei-
nes spezifisch codierten Wertes enthält, der eine
ausreichende Redundanz aufweist, um ihn bei Vor-
liegen von empfangenen Fehlern wieder herstellen
zu können und die negative Bestätigung die Über-
tragung eines spezifisch codierten Wertes enthält,
der eine ausreichende Redundanz aufweist, um ihn
bei Vorliegen von empfangenen Fehlern wieder her-
stellen zu können.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1,
wobei das Verfahren ferner aufweist:
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erneutes Übertragen der Daten von der ersten
übertragenden Sendeempfängervorrichtung
(1), wenn eine negative Bestätigung durch zu-
mindest einen der zumindest zwei empfangen-
den Sendeempfängervorrichtungen (2) gesen-
det wurde, in entweder dem zweiten Zeitschlitz,
wenn der erste Bestätigungszustand eine nega-
tive Bestätigung ist, oder in dem dritten Zeit-
schlitz, wenn der zweite Bestätigungszustand
eine negative Bestätigung ist; und
Ersetzen der Daten, die durch die zumindest
zwei empfangenden Sendeempfängervorrich-
tungen (2, 3) empfangen wurden, durch die er-
neut übertragenen Daten.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4,
wobei die negativen Bestätigungsdaten auch durch
die andere empfangende Sendeempfängervorrich-
tung (3) empfangen wird, und nach dem Empfangen
der negativen Bestätigung die anderen empfangen-
den Sendeempfängervorrichtungen (3) die Daten
verwerfen, die von der ersten übertragenden Sen-
deempfängervorrichtung (1) vor dem Empfangen
der erneut übertragenden Daten empfangen wur-
den.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4 oder 5,
wobei der Schritt des Übertragens der negativen Be-
stätigung in dem zweiten Zeitschlitz durchgeführt
wird, der Schritt des Übertragens der positiven Be-
stätigung in dem dritten Zeitschlitz durchgeführt
wird, und der Schritt des erneuten Übertragens in
einem vierten Zeitschlitz durchgeführt wird, nach ei-
nem  dritten Zeitschlitz zum Übertragen einer posi-
tiven Bestätigung durch jede der zumindest zwei
empfangenden Sendeempfängervorrichtungen (2,
3), die erfolgreich die in dem ersten Zeitschlitz über-
tragenden Daten empfangen hat.

7. Funkkommunikationssystem (10) mit einer übertra-
genden Sendeempfängervorrichtung (1) und zumin-
dest zwei empfangenden Sendeempfängervorrich-
tungen (2, 3), wobei die übertragende Sendeemp-
fängervorrichtung (1) Daten in einem ersten Zeit-
schlitz zu den empfangenden Sendeempfängervor-
richtungen (2, 3) überträgt, und
dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass nach dem Empfang der Daten jede der emp-
fangenden Sendeempfängervorrichtungen (2, 3)
entweder einen ersten Bestätigungszustand in ei-
nem zweiten Zeitschlitz nach dem ersten Zeitschlitz
zurückgibt, oder einen zweiten Bestätigungszustand
in einem dritten Zeitschlitz nach dem zweiten Zeit-
schlitz zurückgibt, wobei der erste und der zweite
Bestätigungszustand entweder eine positive Bestä-
tigung und entsprechend eine negative Bestätigung
ist, oder eine negative Bestätigung und entspre-
chend eine positive Bestätigung ist, wobei die über-

tragende Sendeempfängervorrichtung (1) und die
zumindest zwei empfangenden Sendeempfänger-
vorrichtungen (2, 3) die Zeitschlitze während sie
nicht senden, beobachten, so dass am Ende des
dritten Zeitschlitzes jede Sendeempfängervorrich-
tung (1, 2, 3) entweder positive Bestätigungen, ne-
gative Bestätigungen oder beide erfasst hat, und da-
her den Gesamtbestätigungszustand des Netzwer-
kes (10) ermitteln kann.

8. Funkkommunikationssystem nach Anspruch 5,
wobei der erste Zeitschlitz in der Länge veränderbar
ist und der zweite und der dritte Zeitschlitz eine fest-
stehende Länge aufweisen.

9. Funkkommunikationssystem nach Anspruch 8,
wobei jede Sendeempfängervorrichtung (1, 2, 3) das
Übertragungsmedium während beliebiger Zeitschlit-
ze beobachtet, während jeder entsprechende Sen-
deempfänger nicht überträgt.

10. Funkkommunikationssystem nach Anspruch 9,
wobei nachdem jede empfangende Sendeempfän-
gervorrichtung (2, 3) eine korrekt codierte Übertra-
gung in dem negativen Bestätigungszeitschlitz er-
fasst hat, jede empfangende Sendeempfängervor-
richtung (2, 3), die in dem ersten Zeitschlitz vorher
empfangenen Daten verwirft.

11. Funkkommunikationssystem nach Anspruch 10,
wobei nach Erfassen einer korrekt codierten Über-
tragung in dem negativen Zeitschlitz die übertragen-
de Sendeempfängervorrichtung (1) die Daten zu je-
der der empfangenden Sendeempfängervorrichtun-
gen (2, 3) erneut überträgt.

12. Sendeempfängervorrichtung (100) zur Verwendung
in einem Funkkommunikationssystem (10),
wobei die Sendeempfängervorrichtung (100) ausge-
staltet ist, um das Verfahren nach einem der Ansprü-
che 1 bis 6 durchzuführen.

Revendications

1. Procédé destiné à être utilisé dans un réseau sans
fil (10) des dispositifs émetteur-récepteur (1, 2, 3),
le procédé incluant :

l’émission, à partir d’un premier dispositif émet-
teur-récepteur qui émet (1), de données dans
un premier intervalle de temps vers chacun des
deux ou plusieurs dispositifs émetteur-récep-
teur qui reçoivent, dans le réseau sans fil ;
chacun des deux ou plusieurs dispositifs émet-
teur-récepteur qui reçoivent (2, 3), reçoit les
données émises dans le premier intervalle de
temps, et caractérisé en ce que chaque dispo-
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sitif émetteur-récepteur qui reçoit :

émet un premier état d’accusé de réception
dans un deuxième intervalle de temps
après le premier intervalle de temps ; ou
émet un deuxième état d’accusé de récep-
tion dans un troisième intervalle de temps,
après le deuxième intervalle de temps, dans
lequel les premier et deuxième états d’ac-
cusé de réception sont soit, respective-
ment, un accusé de réception positif et un
accusé de réception négatif, soit, respecti-
vement, un accusé de réception négatif et
un accusé de réception positif ;
dans lequel les dispositifs émetteur-récep-
teur (1, 2, 3) surveillent les intervalles de
temps pendant lesquels ils n’émettent pas,
de sorte que chaque dispositif émetteur-ré-
cepteur (1, 2, 3) a détecté à la fin du troisiè-
me intervalle de temps, soit des accusés de
réception positifs, soit des accusés de ré-
ception négatifs, soit les deux, et peut donc
déterminer l’état d’accusé de réception glo-
bal du réseau (10).

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le pre-
mier intervalle de temps présente une longueur va-
riable et les deuxième et troisième intervalles de
temps présentent une longueur fixe.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel
l’accusé de réception positif inclut l’émission d’une
valeur codée particulière qui contient une redondan-
ce suffisante pour permettre sa récupération en pré-
sence d’erreurs  reçues, et l’accusé de réception né-
gatif inclut l’émission d’une valeur codée particulière
qui contient une redondance suffisante pour permet-
tre sa récupération en présence d’erreurs reçues.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 1, le procédé incluant
en outre les :

la réémission des données à partir du premier
dispositif émetteur-récepteur qui émet (1) si un
accusé de réception négatif a été envoyé par au
moins l’un des au moins deux dispositifs émet-
teur-récepteur qui reçoivent (2), soit dans le
deuxième intervalle de temps si le premier état
d’accusé de réception est un accusé de récep-
tion négatif, soit dans le troisième intervalle de
temps si le deuxième état d’accusé de réception
est un accusé de réception négatif ; et
le remplacement des données reçues par les au
moins deux dispositifs émetteur-récepteur qui
reçoivent (2, 3), par les données réémises.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 4, dans lequel les
données de l’accusé de réception négatif sont éga-

lement reçues par l’autre dispositif émetteur-récep-
teur qui reçoit (3) et, lors de la réception de l’accusé
de réception négatif, les autres dispositifs émetteur-
récepteur qui reçoivent (3) rejettent les données re-
çues du premier dispositif émetteur-récepteur qui
émet (1) avant de recevoir les données réémises.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 4 ou 5, dans lequel
l’étape consistant à émettre l’accusé de réception
négatif est réalisée dans le deuxième intervalle de
temps, l’étape consistant à émettre l’accusé de ré-
ception positif est réalisée dans le troisième interval-
le de temps, et l’étape consistant à réémettre est
réalisée dans un quatrième intervalle de temps,
après un troisième intervalle de temps pour émettre
un accusé de réception positif par chacun des au
moins deux dispositifs émetteur-récepteur qui reçoi-
vent (2, 3), qui ont reçu avec succès les données
émises dans le premier intervalle de temps.

7. Système de communication radio (10) incluant un
dispositif émetteur-récepteur qui émet (1) et au
moins deux dispositifs émetteur-récepteur qui reçoi-
vent (2, 3), dans lequel le dispositif émetteur-récep-
teur qui émet (1) émet des données dans un premier
intervalle de temps vers les dispositifs émetteur-ré-
cepteur qui reçoivent (2, 3), et caractérisé en ce
que lors de la réception des données, chacun des
dispositifs émetteur-récepteur qui reçoivent (2, 3) re-
tourne un premier état d’accusé de réception dans
un deuxième intervalle de temps, après le premier
intervalle de temps, ou un deuxième état d’accusé
de réception dans un troisième intervalle de temps
après le deuxième intervalle de temps, dans lequel
les premier et deuxième états d’accusé de réception
sont soit, respectivement, un accusé de réception
positif et un accusé de réception négatif, soit, res-
pectivement, un accusé de réception négatif et un
accusé de réception positif, dans lequel le dispositif
émetteur-récepteur qui émet (1) et les au moins deux
dispositifs émetteur-récepteur qui reçoivent (2, 3),
surveillent les intervalles de temps pendant lesquel-
les ils n’émettent pas, de sorte que chaque dispositif
émetteur-récepteur (1, 2, 3) a détecté à la fin du troi-
sième intervalle de temps, soit des accusés de ré-
ception positifs, soit des accusés de réception né-
gatifs, soit les deux, et peut donc déterminer l’état
d’accusé de réception global du réseau (10).

8. Système de communication radio selon la revendi-
cation 5, dans lequel le premier intervalle de temps
présente une longueur variable et les deuxième et
troisième intervalles de temps présentent une lon-
gueur fixe.

9. Système de communication radio selon la revendi-
cation 8, dans lequel chaque dispositif émetteur-ré-
cepteur (1, 2, 3) surveille le support d’émission au
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cours des intervalles de temps pendant lesquelles
chaque émetteur-récepteur respectif n’émet pas.

10. Système de communication radio selon la revendi-
cation 9, dans lequel lorsque chaque dispositif émet-
teur-récepteur qui reçoit (2, 3) détecte une émission
codée de manière correcte dans l’intervalle de temps
de l’accusé de réception  négatif, chaque dispositif
émetteur-récepteur qui reçoit (2, 3) rejette les don-
nées reçues précédemment dans le premier inter-
valle de temps.

11. Système de communication radio selon la revendi-
cation 10, dans lequel, lors de la détection d’une
émission codée de manière correcte dans l’intervalle
de temps de l’accusé de réception négatif, le dispo-
sitif émetteur-récepteur qui émet (1) réémet les don-
nées vers chacun des dispositifs émetteur-récepteur
qui reçoivent (2, 3).

12. Dispositif émetteur-récepteur (100) destiné à être
utilisé dans un système de communication radio
(10), dans lequel le dispositif émetteur-récepteur
(100) est configuré pour mettre en oeuvre le procédé
selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 6.
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